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Know Us
Cedar Home Store is a designer furniture gallery rooted in India with operations across 

the world. Along with the exclusive Cedar furniture, we supply exquisite interior décor 

items from the best brands in the world. We have a vast collection of wall art, designer 

lamp shades, comfortable bedding sets, natural and handmade rugs. We partner with the 

brands which follow international standards, and each collection has an exotic charm and 

appeal that will add to the elegance of the space they take up. 



We exhibit premium and customized furniture imported from 

di�erent countries. Each new design we come up with, is revised and 

reworked to the last detail; every curve, texture and line re�ects our 

design values. We customize furniture to your taste giving in our 

skilled artistic input to enhance the furniture piece to your novel 

ideas and tastes.

At Cedar, you can �nd a wide range of choices from classical to 

contemporary style furniture for every space to blend your design 

language and comfort. We partner worldwide award-winning brands 

that produces elegant furniture and designer accessories, originated 

from a great passion for design.

Our Services
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Our Factory

Our selection of products includes exclusive imported furni-

ture as well as items manufactured in our factory in Indonesia. 

Be it hardwood or wicker furniture, all our furniture holds a 

charm of nostalgia and caters to modern everyday life's 

demands. Each piece we create results from extensive 

research and is made with expert craftsmanship.



Bringing together nostalgia and elegance in a beautiful blend, this trendy new 

style is bound to kickstart a new era of retro collection in furniture. With 

post-modern designs rapidly gaining popularity, this goes with the trend of 

bringing back a nostalgic element in interior decor. Combined with our unique 

and bespoke colors, this brand-new selection of furniture is inimitable and 

one-of-a-kind. The colours used have been crafted exclusively for Cedar, and 

customers have the option to pick the color of wood as well as wicker as per 

their choice for any furniture from this collection.

Wicker



BONALDO 
Bonaldo design, manufacture, and distribute a collection of 

furniture and accessories for the Italian and international 

markets for over 80 years ago. The company is shaped by 

Italy’s centuries-old craft traditions and standards based on the 

concept of total living, which embodies a contemporary and 

dynamic lifestyle for both private and public spaces.



VIVERE 
VIVERE is an Indonesian furniture & lifestyle brand that o�ers 

interior collections for homes. The brand endorses contemporary 

designs, expressed by clean lines and embellished with a modern 

touch. The result is a universal style that brings forth a beautiful 

atmosphere for life. To accommodate every need, style, and 

preference from each person, VIVERE has wide-range of furniture 

and home decor collection from natural, modern, classic, minimal-

ist, to premium
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CAFE COLLECTION / 2021

Simple furniture, renowned for its casual 

and comfortable take on luxury living, the 

brand includes a remarkable assortment of 

indoor home furnishings & outdoor living 

designs translating to the relaxed vibe 

within.

Italian designs ascribe grandeur to its visual 

compositions, aesthetic quality and its perfect 

proportions. The rich blends e�ortlessly go with the 

�amboyant �nishes, while the signature styled Castelli 

fabrics are the personalized expressions, which are 

developed to be perfectly integrated into their 

settings in terms of their features and aesthetic 

values.

Investing in stylish and modern café furniture will signi�cantly 

enhance sales and will help to draw the attention of 

customers. The ambience of the restaurant will assure your 

customers comfort and memorable feelings. Our modern and 

luxurious Café Collection will assure your customers that they 

are dining in a precious moment.

The casual aesthetic of new traditional styling is 

showcased with designs highlighted by extensive 

contours. These collection o�ers a fresh and 

fascinating interpretation of timeless classics. The 

primary �nish blends lightly textured graphite 

�nishes crafted in rich driftwood coloration with 

surfaces that emulate the look and feel of abiding 

masterpieces.

Innovative portfolio of custom-made furnishings to take in the 

scale and sophistication of any indoor and outdoor living space. 

Featuring exclusive designs, that bestow themselves to a 

graceful take on modern styling, are crafted in rich leather. 

Design elements are crafted into complex and elegant patterns 

that give the collection its re�ned look and enticing style.

Interweaving of modern shapes with old designs helps in creating 

a fresh vintage appeal. This design o�ers the best of worlds 

vintage looks with modern designs. Simple shapes and designs 

work wonder in creating a retro-modern look. Going through 

designs of di�erent famous eras reveals how simple shapes were 

used by designers to create maximum impact. In this, older 

designing techniques and materials used in making them are 

compatible with modern design look.

Other Brands



The Directors

Architects Shameem Ahmed and Mohamed 

Hisham are our self-motivated managing 

directors always excited to explore the possi-

bilities in designer furniture. Our Chief Operat-

ing Coordinator Abdul Na�h coordinates the 

internal and overseas ongoing business 

operations within the company.  
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THANK YOU


